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PART I

A. What is a WIMP?
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A. What is a WIMP?

What everyone has in mind

Annihilating particles heavier than MeV (in fact > GeV)

Why? relic density…
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angular scales

Small	 scalesLarge	 scales

courtesy	 Planck

max 30% of DM!
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Expansion of the Universe

N = #/volume

Early Universe

Late Universe

just expansion, no DM physics

How much DM should we expect?

Massive DM particles can overclose the Universe! 
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Introduction to DM physics: Deriving the Boltzmann equation

Time evolution of 
The number density

Interactions which change
the number density

Introduction to DM physics: Notions of annihilation

Disappearance of 2 particles in the initial state

Creation of 2 new particles in the final state

Interactions 
which change
the number 
density

DM = Lightest particle

DM = Lightest particle

SM particle

SM particle

number density of DM 
(#/V)

What happens when one adds annihilations?

Time evolution of  
the number density

Annihilation change  
the number density



no annihilation

Expansion wins;   
annihilations are inefficient

number of particles

no annihilation

Expansion wins;   
annihilations are inefficient

number of particles

What is the difference?
The relic density today!

What makes the difference?

The cross section



no annihilation

Expansion wins;   
annihilations are inefficient

number of particles

no annihilation

Expansion wins;   
annihilations are inefficient

number of particles

The larger the cross section 
the lower the number of DM particles

efficient annihilations

less efficient annihilations

Only one cross section  
can give the observed  

number of DM particles! 



Notion of decoupling

The number of particles do not change anymore  
The interactions are frozen-out

no annihilation

Expansion wins;   
annihilations are inefficient

number of particles

This is a chemical freeze-out 
Interactions maintaining the thermal equilibrium can continue 
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Introduction to DM physics: Deriving the Boltzmann equation

Time evolution of 
The number density

Interactions which change
the number density
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Introduction to DM physics: Solving Boltzmann

Numerically:     re-write Boltzmann to remove T3 factors in number density
by using n = y T3

solve dy/dT instead of dy/dt
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Introduction to DM physics: Solving Boltzmann (numerically)
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�� Sorry but it does not work!

It is a case called STIFF equation!....The exponential requires  a bit more work!

Trapeze method:
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Start with Y = Y0 (chemical equilibrium)
Solve equation
Compute yi+1 at each step till Y>> Y0   

Y0

Y



Introduction to DM physics: Solving Boltzmann

Analytically:

-

Introduction to DM physics: Solving Boltzmann

Analytically:

Always about the same value!
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Introduction to DM physics: Main lesson

scmv /103 326�x|V

Next question:  what kind of dark matter have such an annihilation cross section? 

Introduction to DM physics: Main lesson
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Next question:  what kind of dark matter have such an annihilation cross section? 

no annihilation

Expansion wins;   
annihilations are inefficient

number of particles

30 %

The main point:  
It is a constraint on the annihilation cross section but not on the DM mass!!



Historically

Lee-Weinberg limit:
mdm < O(GeV)

Massive neutrinos, Fermi interactions: dm

dm

f

f

• Depends mainly on mdm,

• if mdm too small, Wdm> 1 !
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First calculations to be 
done:  Lee-Weinberg 

(1977)

Introduction to DM physics: Main lesson
Lee&Weinberg, Hut 1977

assumed a model and this model is DM mass dependent

Consistent with supersymmetry so in most people’s mind,  
thermal DM means heavy DM



(A. What is a WIMP? Relic density)
Because of the relic density, in most people’s mind (at least until a few years ago)  

it is a heavy thermal annihilating particle 

But plenty of exceptions exist
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DM can be light it is a scalar or if the mediator is also light and couplings are small!
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(A. What is a WIMP? Relic density)

Introduction to DM physics: Main lesson

scmv /103 326�x|V

Next question:  what kind of dark matter have such an annihilation cross section? 

RD OK if the right couplings and mediator mass

We can therefore consider light DM!

How low can we go? in principle there is no limit but annihilations  
are only possible if they are kinematically  

allowed. 

Above 511 keV: annihilations into e+e- possible 
Below 511 keV: annihilations into neutrinos or photons 



Let us assume annihilations into neutrinos

MDM >  2.3 MeV

MDM <  2.3 MeV

neutrinos stay in thermal equilibrium until T~2.3 MeV

(A. What is a WIMP? Relic density)

the neutrino sector is reheated but goes back to equilibrium 

the neutrino sector is reheated  
this changes the number of relativistic degrees of freedom

Radiation as a function of photon energy density
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model, the photons are hotter than the neutrinos because
the transfer of entropy from the electrons and positrons
to the photons (when they become non-relativistic) hap-
pens after the neutrinos decouple from the electromag-
netic plasma at T

D

⇡ 2.3 MeV [31]. In an analogous
way, we show that an additional ‘generic’ particle � that
remains in thermal equilibrium solely with the neutrinos
after they decouple from the electromagnetic plasma and
until it is non-relativistic, reheats the neutrinos relative
to the electromagnetic plasma and as a result, leads to
a higher value for N

e↵

. Requiring that the neutrino re-
heating, which happens when � becomes non-relativistic
and transfers its entropy to the neutrinos, happens af-
ter neutrino decoupling implies that � must have a mass
m� . few · T

D

⇠ 10 MeV.

The goal of this paper is to investigate the current and
future constraints on � from the inferred values of N

e↵

from BBN and the CMB . The only condition that we
impose on the ‘generic’ particle � is that the neutrino-
� interaction rate is su�ciently high that they remain in
thermal equilibrium until � is non-relativistic. Therefore,
the constraints we derive may apply to, for instance, light
dark matter particles that obtain their abundance from
thermal freeze out (see e.g. [32–35]) or light mediators
that have large couplings to neutrinos (see e.g. [36, 37]).
The parameter that determinesN

e↵

ism� as this dictates
the additional energy density, so it is this parameter that
we will constrain. During BBN, the photon temperature
is similar to m� so � makes a direct contribution to N

e↵

.
In addition, there may also be an indirect contribution
from the increase in T⌫/T� . At photon decoupling, we
assume � is non-relativistic so its direct contribution to
N

e↵

is Boltzmann suppressed; the increase in N
e↵

arises
solely from the increase in T⌫/T� . As we show in sec-
tion II, this di↵erence in the origin of the extra energy
density leads to a larger value of N

e↵

at photon decou-
pling.

This paper is organised as follows. In section II we dis-
cuss the impact of light particles in thermal equilibrium
with neutrinos on the energy density and neutrino-to-
photon temperature ratio (some results are fully derived
in an Appendix). Using these results, we first find the ef-
fect of � on the abundance of primordial nuclei produced
during BBN. This has previously been studied in [38, 39].
Here, we independently calculate the primordial abun-
dance of 4He and D/H as a function of m� and compare
with recent experimental measurements. Our calculation
uses a more recent BBN code than [38, 39] and includes
the most recent values of the neutron lifetime and baryon
density. We then calculate the value of N

e↵

as a func-
tion of m� at photon decoupling and compare with the
experimental values inferred by ACT and SPT. Turning
to consider experimental results from the near future, in
section III we forecast the constraints that will soon be
placed on � from Planck’s measurement of N

e↵

. Finally,
we conclude in section IV.

II. CURRENT CONSTRAINTS

The total energy density of the universe ⇢
R

is usually
parameterised in terms of the energy density of photons
⇢� , and the e↵ective number of neutrinos N

e↵

with the
usual neutrino-to-photon temperature ratio T 0

⌫ /T� (we
define this ratio more carefully below)
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Here, we independently calculate the primordial abun-
dance of 4He and D/H as a function of m� and compare
with recent experimental measurements. Our calculation
uses a more recent BBN code than [38, 39] and includes
the most recent values of the neutron lifetime and baryon
density. We then calculate the value of N

e↵

as a func-
tion of m� at photon decoupling and compare with the
experimental values inferred by ACT and SPT. Turning
to consider experimental results from the near future, in
section III we forecast the constraints that will soon be
placed on � from Planck’s measurement of N

e↵

. Finally,
we conclude in section IV.

II. CURRENT CONSTRAINTS

The total energy density of the universe ⇢
R

is usually
parameterised in terms of the energy density of photons
⇢� , and the e↵ective number of neutrinos N

e↵

with the
usual neutrino-to-photon temperature ratio T 0

⌫ /T� (we
define this ratio more carefully below)

⇢
R

= ⇢�

"
1 +

7

8

✓
T 0

⌫

T�

◆
4

N
e↵

#
. (1)

We are interested in the case where an additional par-
ticle � with g� internal degrees of freedom and mass m�

is in thermal equilibrium with the neutrinos. As the par-
ticles are in thermal equilibrium, they share a common
temperature T⌫ , which will in general be di↵erent from
T 0

⌫ . The resulting energy density of N⌫ neutrinos and
the additional particle � is

⇢⌫:� = ⇢� · 7
8

✓
T⌫

T�

◆
4 h

N⌫ +
g�
2
I(y⌫)

i
, (2)

where for convenience, we have defined y⌫ ⌘ m�/T⌫ and
the function

I(y) =
120

7⇡4

Z 1

y
d⇠

⇠2
p
⇠2 � y2

e⇠ ± 1
, (3)

which takes the limits I(y ! 1) = 0 and
I(y ! 0) = 1 (8/7) for fermions (bosons) (as usual, in
eq. (3), �1 pertains to bosons and +1 to fermions). Com-
paring eq. (2) with the definition of N

e↵

in eq. (1), we
see that

N
e↵

(y⌫) =

✓
T 0

⌫

T�

◆�4

✓
T⌫

T�

◆
4 h

N⌫ +
g�
2
I(y⌫)

i
. (4)

In the Appendix, we use the conservation of entropy
per-comoving-volume for particles in thermal equilibrium
to show that (for T�  T

D

)

T⌫

T�
=

 
g?s:⌫
g?s:�

����
TD

g?s:�
g?s:⌫

!
1/3

, (5)

where g?s:⌫ and g?s:� are the e↵ective number of rela-
tivistic degrees of freedom in the neutrino and electro-
magnetic sectors respectively and |TD

indicates that g?s
should be evaluated at the neutrino decoupling tempera-
ture T

D

. In the absence of �, g?s:⌫ remains constant after
decoupling, hence the usual neutrino-to-photon ratio is

T 0

⌫

T�
=

 
g?s:�

g?s:� |TD

!
1/3

. (6)

More generally, we see that
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◆
=
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. (7)
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FIG. 1: The evolution of T⌫/T� with T� in the standard
concordance model ‘⇤CDM’ (black solid) and when there
is an additional Majorana fermion in thermal equilibrium
with neutrinos with mass m� = 5 MeV (blue dot-dashed)
and m� = 0.05 MeV (red dashed). Neutrino reheating occurs
when T� ⇠ m�.

If � becomes non-relativistic after decoupling,
g?s:⌫ < g?s:⌫ |TD

and as a result, the neutrino-to-
photon temperature ratio increases above its usual
value. From eq. (4), we see that this leads to an increase
in N

e↵

.
Finally, in the Appendix we show that eq. (7) can be

written as

✓
T⌫

T�

◆
=

✓
T 0

⌫

T�

◆"
N⌫ + g�

2

F (y⌫ |TD

�

N⌫ + g�
2

F (y⌫)

#
1/3

, (8)

where y⌫ |TD
= m�/TD

and we have defined the function

F (y) =
30

7⇡4

Z 1

y
d⇠

(4⇠2 � y2)
p

⇠2 � y2

e⇠ ± 1
, (9)

which takes the limits F (y ! 1) = 0 and
F (y ! 0) = 1 (8/7) for fermions (bosons). It is this form
of T⌫/T� that we use in our calculations. In figure 1
we show how T⌫/T� evolves with T� for three cases: the
black solid line shows the result from the standard con-
cordance model with three neutrino species, in which the
photon reheating occurs when T� ⇠ me; the blue dot-
dashed and red dashed lines show the evolution when an
additional Majorana fermion with mass m� = 5 MeV
and m� = 0.05 MeV is in thermal equilibrium with the
neutrinos. We see that the neutrino reheating occurs
when T� ⇠ m�. For the m� = 5 MeV case, some of the
reheating occurs for T� � T

D

during which the photons
and neutrinos are reheated equally. In comparison, for

the m� = 0.05 MeV case, all of the reheating occurs for
T�  T

D

so only the neutrinos are reheated and there-
fore, the ratio of T⌫/T� is larger than the m� = 5 MeV
case at late times (small T�).
In the following subsections, we use the above formulae

to explore the implications of � on BBN and the CMB.

A. E↵ect on BBN

The abundance of 4He, expressed through the mass
fraction Yp, has long been recognised as a probe of the
energy density present during BBN [40]. In the early uni-
verse the ratio of the neutron-to-proton number densities
(nn/np) is kept in thermal equilibrium through the weak
interactions until the expansion rate becomes comparable
to the weak interaction rate at T ⇠ 0.7 MeV. Increasing
the expansion rate, by for instance introducing additional
relativistic radiation, leads to a larger value of nn/np at
freeze out. Since essentially all of the neutrons present at
T ⇠ 0.1 MeV are synthesised into 4He, introducing ad-
ditional relativistic radiation therefore leads to a larger
abundance of 4He. Similarly, increasing the expansion
rate means that the reactions depleting the abundance of
D freeze out earlier, leading to an increased abundance.
The reactions that deplete D are more sensitive to the
baryon-to-photon number density ⌘ and have historically
been used to infer its value. However, if we use the value
of ⌘ inferred by WMAP, then the number ratio D/H can
be used along with Yp as a measure of the energy density
present during BBN, a point emphasised in [16]. Finally,
the observed abundance of 7Li remains ⇠ 5� away from
the theoretical prediction, the so-called ‘lithium problem’
(for a recent review, see [41]). The modifications that
we propose do not significantly alter the 7Li abundance,
therefore, in this work we directly compare our theoreti-
cal predictions with the inferred values Yp and D/H from
astrophysical measurements and make only passing ref-
erence to 7Li.
The impact on the primordial abundances of light

nuclei from a generic particle � that maintains ther-
mal equilibrium with neutrinos throughout BBN has
previously been considered in [38, 39]. Here we in-
dependently calculate Yp and D/H using a modi-
fied version of the PArthENoPE BBN code [42]. We
use the latest measurements of the baryon density
⌦

b

h2 = 0.0223, deduced from a joint analysis of
SPT+WMAP7+H

0

+BAO [7], and the PDG value of the
neutron lifetime ⌧n = 880.1 s [43].
In the spirit of [39], we introduce a small temperature

dependent parameter

�(T ) ⌘ 1� T 0

⌫ (T )

T⌫(T )
, (10)

and perturb the PArthENoPE code in order to take into
account the e↵ects from the modified neutrino-to-photon
temperature ratio. We use eq. (8) to calculate T 0

⌫ /T⌫ .
Typically, � ⇠ 0.01 and is always smaller than ⇠ 0.1. A
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non-zero value of � increases the energy density of the
neutrinos and enters into the phase-space of the weak in-
teraction rates that determine nn/np. The PArthENoPE

interaction rates �̃n!p and �̃p!n include finite mass,
QED radiative and finite temperature corrections. We
calculate corrections to these rates in the Born approxi-
mation as an expansion in � such that the total rate for
n ! p is given by

�total

n!p = �̃n!p + ✏n1(T )� + ✏n2(T )�
2 + ✏n3(T )�

3 , (11)

where ✏ni(T ) fits the change in the rates to an accuracy
better than a few percent. A similar expression holds
for the p ! n rate. Finally, we also include the extra
contribution to the energy density from �, expressed in
eq. (2).

The red dot-dashed, solid and dashed lines in figure 2
show our results for a complex scalar (B2), Majorana
fermion (F2) and real scalar (B1) respectively as a func-
tion of m�. The upper and lower panels show the values
of Yp and D/H respectively and are in good qualitative
agreement with those found in [38, 39], with slight di↵er-
ences due to the updated parameter values that we use.
Although not shown here, our prediction for 7Li is sim-
ilar to that in [39]. For reference, the black dotted lines
show the predicted values of Yp and D/H for the indi-
cated values of N

e↵

. As we would expect, for m� & 15
MeV, we recover the result from standard BBN: this is
because � is non-relativistic during BBN (so its contribu-
tion to the energy density is Boltzmann suppressed) and
it has transferred its entropy to the neutrinos before they
decouple from the photons, meaning that the standard
neutrino-to-photon temperature ratio relation is main-
tained (g?s:⌫ = g?s:⌫ |TD

in eq. (7)). For m� . 0.05 MeV,
we asymptote to the result expected from a massless par-
ticle as � remains relativistic throughout all of BBN. The
values of Yp and D/H for intermediate values of m� are
a result of the direct contribution to the energy density
from � and the contribution from the modified neutrino-
to-photon temperature ratio.

Recent inferences of Yp from observations of metal-
poor H II regions have been slightly higher than re-
sults from the past decade. For instance, while
refs. [44] and [45] found Yp = 0.249± 0.009 and
Yp = 0.2477± 0.0029 respectively, more recently, refs. [4],
[46], [47] and [48] found Yp = 0.2565 ± 0.0010(stat.) ±
0.0050(syst.), Yp = 0.2561 ± 0.0108, Yp = 0.2573+0.0033

�0.0088
and Yp = 0.2534±0.0083 respectively, in good agreement
with each other. The agreement of these recent results
is perhaps not surprising as they originate from indepen-
dent analyses of subsets of the data compiled in ref. [49].
However, all of these numbers serve to highlight that the
value of Yp is dominated by systematic errors. There-
fore, following [50], we take the value of Yp from ref. [4]
with the statistical and systematic errors combined lin-
early: Yp = 0.2565 ± 0.006. The blue shaded region in
the upper panel of figure 2 shows this 1� region.

The experimental value for the number ratio D/H
shows a large spread with the dispersion in the measure-
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FIG. 2: The red dot-dashed, solid and dashed lines show the
predictions for Yp (upper panel) and D/H (lower panel) for a
complex scalar (B2), Majorana fermion (F2) and real scalar
(B1) respectively. The blue shaded region indicates the 1�
region for Yp from [4] (with statistical and systematic errors
combined linearly) and the 1� weighted mean of D/H from
[51]. The black dotted lines show the values of Yp and D/H
for the indicated values of Ne↵ .

ments well in excess of the quoted errors. For example,
measurements range from D/H⇥ 105 = 1.17+0.48

�0.34 in [52]

to D/H ⇥ 105 = 3.98+0.70
�0.59 in [53]. Here we take as a

conservative value D/H⇥ 105 = 2.78+0.23
�0.21, the weighted

mean calculated from eight independent samples in [51].
The blue shaded region in the lower panel of figure 2
shows this 1� region. It is clear from figure 2 that
the error on the measurements of Yp and D/H are su�-
ciently large that all values of m� are currently consis-
tent with the data at just over 1�. Although the mea-
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FIG. 1: Left panel: Ne↵ as a function of the cold thermal dark matter mass m. The green (red) lines are for the case when
the dark matter is in thermal equilibrium with neutrinos (electrons and photons) and show that Ne↵ increases (decreases) as
m is reduced. Right panel: The blue regions show the 68% and 95% regions determined from Planck+WP+highL+BAO when
both Ne↵ and Yp are varied freely. The green (red) lines indicate the relationship between Yp and Ne↵ for particles in thermal
equilibrium with neutrinos (electrons and photons). As m decreases, the prediction for Ne↵ and Yp falls outside of the Planck
confidence regions.

Anticipating that the bound on m
i

is such that m
i
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(at recombination) ⇠ 1 eV, we set I(m
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The ratio T
⌫

/T
�

is determined by considering entropy
conservation (see e.g. [20, 24, 53]). After neutrino de-
coupling at T

D

⇡ 2.3 MeV, the entropy of the ‘neutrino
plasma’ and ‘electromagnetic plasma’ are separately con-
served so that (for T
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< T
D

)
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Here |
TD

indicates that g
?s

should be evaluated at the
neutrino decoupling temperature T

D

while g
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and
g
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, defined through s
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/45 respectively, are the e↵ective number of
relativistic degrees of freedom in the neutrino and elec-
tromagnetic plasmas. Explicitly,
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where

F (x) =
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Z 1
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with limits F (1) = 0 and F (0) = 1(8/7) for fermions
(bosons) respectively and the sign + (�) refers to fermion
(boson) statistics.

Again, anticipating that the bound on m
i

is such that
m

i

� T
⌫

(at recombination) ⇠ 1 eV, we find that for par-
ticles only in thermal equilibrium with neutrinos, eq. (5)
simplifies to
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For the case of particles in thermal equilibrium with
electrons or photons, we again find eq. (5) and can use
eq. (6) to find the new temperature ratio. In this case,
we find

N
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where we have used F (m
e

/T
D

) ⇡ 1.
The dot-dashed, dashed, dotted and solid lines in the

left panel of fig. 1 show the value of N
e↵

for a single par-
ticle of mass m for a Dirac fermion, Majorana fermion,
complex scalar and real scalar respectively. The case
where the particle is in equilibrium with neutrinos is
shown by the green lines. Here, N

e↵

increases above
the standard value of N

e↵

= 3.046 for particles lighter
than ' 20 MeV. Conversely, N

e↵

decreases below the
standard value for particles in equilibrium with electrons
and photons, as indicated by the red lines. There is no
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non-zero value of � increases the energy density of the
neutrinos and enters into the phase-space of the weak in-
teraction rates that determine nn/np. The PArthENoPE

interaction rates �̃n!p and �̃p!n include finite mass,
QED radiative and finite temperature corrections. We
calculate corrections to these rates in the Born approxi-
mation as an expansion in � such that the total rate for
n ! p is given by

�total

n!p = �̃n!p + ✏n1(T )� + ✏n2(T )�
2 + ✏n3(T )�

3 , (11)

where ✏ni(T ) fits the change in the rates to an accuracy
better than a few percent. A similar expression holds
for the p ! n rate. Finally, we also include the extra
contribution to the energy density from �, expressed in
eq. (2).

The red dot-dashed, solid and dashed lines in figure 2
show our results for a complex scalar (B2), Majorana
fermion (F2) and real scalar (B1) respectively as a func-
tion of m�. The upper and lower panels show the values
of Yp and D/H respectively and are in good qualitative
agreement with those found in [38, 39], with slight di↵er-
ences due to the updated parameter values that we use.
Although not shown here, our prediction for 7Li is sim-
ilar to that in [39]. For reference, the black dotted lines
show the predicted values of Yp and D/H for the indi-
cated values of N

e↵

. As we would expect, for m� & 15
MeV, we recover the result from standard BBN: this is
because � is non-relativistic during BBN (so its contribu-
tion to the energy density is Boltzmann suppressed) and
it has transferred its entropy to the neutrinos before they
decouple from the photons, meaning that the standard
neutrino-to-photon temperature ratio relation is main-
tained (g?s:⌫ = g?s:⌫ |TD

in eq. (7)). For m� . 0.05 MeV,
we asymptote to the result expected from a massless par-
ticle as � remains relativistic throughout all of BBN. The
values of Yp and D/H for intermediate values of m� are
a result of the direct contribution to the energy density
from � and the contribution from the modified neutrino-
to-photon temperature ratio.

Recent inferences of Yp from observations of metal-
poor H II regions have been slightly higher than re-
sults from the past decade. For instance, while
refs. [44] and [45] found Yp = 0.249± 0.009 and
Yp = 0.2477± 0.0029 respectively, more recently, refs. [4],
[46], [47] and [48] found Yp = 0.2565 ± 0.0010(stat.) ±
0.0050(syst.), Yp = 0.2561 ± 0.0108, Yp = 0.2573+0.0033

�0.0088
and Yp = 0.2534±0.0083 respectively, in good agreement
with each other. The agreement of these recent results
is perhaps not surprising as they originate from indepen-
dent analyses of subsets of the data compiled in ref. [49].
However, all of these numbers serve to highlight that the
value of Yp is dominated by systematic errors. There-
fore, following [50], we take the value of Yp from ref. [4]
with the statistical and systematic errors combined lin-
early: Yp = 0.2565 ± 0.006. The blue shaded region in
the upper panel of figure 2 shows this 1� region.

The experimental value for the number ratio D/H
shows a large spread with the dispersion in the measure-
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FIG. 2: The red dot-dashed, solid and dashed lines show the
predictions for Yp (upper panel) and D/H (lower panel) for a
complex scalar (B2), Majorana fermion (F2) and real scalar
(B1) respectively. The blue shaded region indicates the 1�
region for Yp from [4] (with statistical and systematic errors
combined linearly) and the 1� weighted mean of D/H from
[51]. The black dotted lines show the values of Yp and D/H
for the indicated values of Ne↵ .

ments well in excess of the quoted errors. For example,
measurements range from D/H⇥ 105 = 1.17+0.48

�0.34 in [52]

to D/H ⇥ 105 = 3.98+0.70
�0.59 in [53]. Here we take as a

conservative value D/H⇥ 105 = 2.78+0.23
�0.21, the weighted

mean calculated from eight independent samples in [51].
The blue shaded region in the lower panel of figure 2
shows this 1� region. It is clear from figure 2 that
the error on the measurements of Yp and D/H are su�-
ciently large that all values of m� are currently consis-
tent with the data at just over 1�. Although the mea-
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non-zero value of � increases the energy density of the
neutrinos and enters into the phase-space of the weak in-
teraction rates that determine nn/np. The PArthENoPE

interaction rates �̃n!p and �̃p!n include finite mass,
QED radiative and finite temperature corrections. We
calculate corrections to these rates in the Born approxi-
mation as an expansion in � such that the total rate for
n ! p is given by

�total

n!p = �̃n!p + ✏n1(T )� + ✏n2(T )�
2 + ✏n3(T )�

3 , (11)

where ✏ni(T ) fits the change in the rates to an accuracy
better than a few percent. A similar expression holds
for the p ! n rate. Finally, we also include the extra
contribution to the energy density from �, expressed in
eq. (2).

The red dot-dashed, solid and dashed lines in figure 2
show our results for a complex scalar (B2), Majorana
fermion (F2) and real scalar (B1) respectively as a func-
tion of m�. The upper and lower panels show the values
of Yp and D/H respectively and are in good qualitative
agreement with those found in [38, 39], with slight di↵er-
ences due to the updated parameter values that we use.
Although not shown here, our prediction for 7Li is sim-
ilar to that in [39]. For reference, the black dotted lines
show the predicted values of Yp and D/H for the indi-
cated values of N

e↵

. As we would expect, for m� & 15
MeV, we recover the result from standard BBN: this is
because � is non-relativistic during BBN (so its contribu-
tion to the energy density is Boltzmann suppressed) and
it has transferred its entropy to the neutrinos before they
decouple from the photons, meaning that the standard
neutrino-to-photon temperature ratio relation is main-
tained (g?s:⌫ = g?s:⌫ |TD

in eq. (7)). For m� . 0.05 MeV,
we asymptote to the result expected from a massless par-
ticle as � remains relativistic throughout all of BBN. The
values of Yp and D/H for intermediate values of m� are
a result of the direct contribution to the energy density
from � and the contribution from the modified neutrino-
to-photon temperature ratio.

Recent inferences of Yp from observations of metal-
poor H II regions have been slightly higher than re-
sults from the past decade. For instance, while
refs. [44] and [45] found Yp = 0.249± 0.009 and
Yp = 0.2477± 0.0029 respectively, more recently, refs. [4],
[46], [47] and [48] found Yp = 0.2565 ± 0.0010(stat.) ±
0.0050(syst.), Yp = 0.2561 ± 0.0108, Yp = 0.2573+0.0033

�0.0088
and Yp = 0.2534±0.0083 respectively, in good agreement
with each other. The agreement of these recent results
is perhaps not surprising as they originate from indepen-
dent analyses of subsets of the data compiled in ref. [49].
However, all of these numbers serve to highlight that the
value of Yp is dominated by systematic errors. There-
fore, following [50], we take the value of Yp from ref. [4]
with the statistical and systematic errors combined lin-
early: Yp = 0.2565 ± 0.006. The blue shaded region in
the upper panel of figure 2 shows this 1� region.

The experimental value for the number ratio D/H
shows a large spread with the dispersion in the measure-
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FIG. 2: The red dot-dashed, solid and dashed lines show the
predictions for Yp (upper panel) and D/H (lower panel) for a
complex scalar (B2), Majorana fermion (F2) and real scalar
(B1) respectively. The blue shaded region indicates the 1�
region for Yp from [4] (with statistical and systematic errors
combined linearly) and the 1� weighted mean of D/H from
[51]. The black dotted lines show the values of Yp and D/H
for the indicated values of Ne↵ .

ments well in excess of the quoted errors. For example,
measurements range from D/H⇥ 105 = 1.17+0.48

�0.34 in [52]

to D/H ⇥ 105 = 3.98+0.70
�0.59 in [53]. Here we take as a

conservative value D/H⇥ 105 = 2.78+0.23
�0.21, the weighted

mean calculated from eight independent samples in [51].
The blue shaded region in the lower panel of figure 2
shows this 1� region. It is clear from figure 2 that
the error on the measurements of Yp and D/H are su�-
ciently large that all values of m� are currently consis-
tent with the data at just over 1�. Although the mea-

much lower photon temperature (eV) instead of MeV



Why is the CMB setting a limit on Neff?

Reheating the neutrino sector means hotter neutrinos. 

Hotter neutrinos means they are “more” relativistic  
so it becomes harder to make them clump on the scales  
they were thought to clump. 

This translates into more dissipation (free-streaming)  
and less small-scale structures 

  
	 arXiv:1301.0824



(A. What is a WIMP? Relic density)

If it is a thermal particle, then it is a particle heavier than a few MeV

It does not have to be thermal!!

Examples: sterile neutrinos, gravitinos 
they are weakly interacting, massive particles  

they don’t annihilate though!!!

I’ll include them in “Beyond WIMPs” for a reason that will become clear later



Summary PART I
A. What is a WIMP?



(A. What is a WIMP? Relic density)

If it is a thermal particle, then it is a particle heavier than a few MeV

It does not have to be thermal!!

I’ll include them in “Beyond WIMPs” for a reason that will become clear later

No upper limit on the mass 

No lower limit on the cross section

No upper and lower limit on the mass 

The decay rate can be very small

(comes from DM annihilations + DM DM into neutrinos) 



PART II

B. WIMP and CDM 

Why are WIMPs interesting really!



B. WIMP and CDM ( = Cold DM; DM is a collisionless fluid)

Many more galaxies and structures than in a purely baryonic Universe

A new invisible type of matter (Dark Matter) 
so again if DM~ SM, then DM must have weak or super weak interactions

Observations

no need to know the mass; no need to know the interactions



Simulation of what the Universe looks like

~ Simulation of what the Universe  
would look like without DM

Clearly it doesn’t work… 

The reason is that baryons  
interact with photons.  

This is called Silk damping.



Perturbation = overdensity of matter  

Silk damping 
suppression of  small size perturbations 

Diffusion	 baryon-photon	 interactions	 
The	 effect	 is	 large	 because	 of	 the	 

Thomson	 cross	 section

Physics of Silk damping

~ overdensities of a given size  
give rise to structures of  similar size  
(after being stretched by expansion) 



Number of structures  
in Fourier space

Matter power spectrum

Small fluctuations give small structures 
(more complicated really, but …)

How many structures today?



	 arXiv:1301.0824

spectrum of fluctuations at last scattering surface 

number of structures today  
(or small z) ! 

How does one pass  
from fluctuations 

to structures?



Simulations

DM = CDM

no interaction

grid	 +	 	 
Newtonian	 gravity	 
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(B. WIMP and CDM: what is the link?) 
Weakly Interactive Massive particles do not suffer  
from any damping (dissipation) mechanism that  

could erase the primordial fluctuations 

vanilla WIMPs are CDM candidates

On the scales one can probe, CDM fits observations (a few problems though) 
WIMPS are CDM candidates and therefore they explain what we see!



(B. WIMP and CDM: what is the link?) 

But are all WIMPs CDM candidates? 

We need to go back to the definitions and meaning

will we see any deviations to CDM  
when we get data at lower scales?



PART III

C. Alternatives to CDM



What would the Universe look like if DM is not CDM

C. Alternatives to CDM 

Silk damping 

DM could have interactions and not be massive enough to cluster as CDM

There could be  
deviations at  
scales smaller  

than these

Deviations here would be excluded



What happens if DM is light or has interactions?

What happens if DM has no interaction but is very light

lfs =

Z t0

tdec

v

a(t)
⇥ dt

DM free-streams; distance traveled is

DM collides with other particles;  
distance traveled is

What happens if DM has interactions



Introduction to DM physics: what kind of generic candidates?

There is also another way to characterize candidates:
Use the predicted matter power spectrum!

CDM  HDM 
WDM

P(k)
P(k)

CUT-OFF 
depends on 

the DM  
mass

CDM has no cut-off in P(k) so very small scales fluctuations exist!

What happens if DM is relativistic?

HDM has a cut-off in P(k) so very small scales fluctuations are erased!



Perturbation = overdensity of matter  

Cannot be as extreme as Silk damping 
but can still lead to suppression of   

small scale perturbations 
Diffusion	 DM-SM	 particles

(astro-ph/0012504, astro-ph/0112522, hep-ph/0305261, astro-ph/0309652, astro-ph/0410591)

1)	 Dark	 Matter	 instead	 of	 baryons	 
2)	 any	 SM	 particle	 instead	 of	 photons	 only

Notion of collisional damping

Generalisation	 of	 Silk	 damping

What happens if DM has interactions

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0012504
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0112522
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0305261
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0309652


astro-ph/0012504  astro-ph/0410591

whether DM has interactions or not?

whether the species that is interacting with DM 
is collisional or not

whether the species that is interacting with DM 
is relativistic or not

No interaction, no effect!       Work for baryon-photon!

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0012504
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0410591


Self-interactionsDM

DM

DM

DM

DM

b

DM

b

DM-baryon elastic scattering-interaction

DM-radiation elastic scattering-interaction 

DM

radiation

DM

radiation

�dec = (�v)DM DM ⇥ nDM

�dec = (�v)DM b ⇥ nb

�dec = (�v)DM � ⇥ n�

�dec = (�v)DM ⌫ ⇥ n⌫

Notion of decoupling and which interactions?
� ' H



“DM” Physics
Both effects together!

Collisional damping free-streaming

tdec(DM)

fluctuations	 are	 first	 damped	 by	 collisions!

l2id ⇠ 2 ⇡2

3

Z tdec(dm�i)

0

⇢i v2i
⇢t a2 �i

dt lfs =

Z t0

tdec

v

a(t)
⇥ dt



tdec(DM) = 1/�dec

Computing the DM free-stream length

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 is	 the	 dominant	 interaction	 rate!	 	 tdec(DM) = 1/�dec

�dec(DM) ⇠ H

lfs =

Z t0

tdec

v

a(t)
⇥ dt

�dec = (�v)DM DM ⇥ nDM

�dec = (�v)DM b ⇥ nb

�dec = (�v)DM � ⇥ n�

�dec = (�v)DM ⌫ ⇥ n⌫

But you also need to specify v and a(t) 



One needs to specify the velocity, the scale factor and interaction rate 

mass matter or radiation dominated? �dec(DM) ⇠ H

tdec(DM) = 1/�decnon relativistic transition equality

11/10/2009 Celine Boehm 136

Lecture 3: damping

Scale factors

equalityNon-relativisticDecoupling

How to compute the damping of any generic candidate?



Example of free-streaming calculations

Region I: Hot Dark Matter

Region II: Cold Dark Matter

Mass < MeV

Interaction rate at equality

Mass > MeV

Lecture 3: damping

11/10/2009 Celine Boehm 136

Lecture 3: damping

Scale factors

equalityNon-relativisticDecoupling

How to compute the damping of any generic candidate?

/ m�4/3
DM



< keV > keV

Become non-relativistic 
and then decouple

Decouple and then 
become non-relativistic

Strongly interacting DM

Weakly interacting DM

Neutralinon

Sterile n

LDM

MeV DM suffer from mixed 
damping…

Lecture 3: damping Constraint on DM from structure formationC. Alternatives to CDM

CDM



free-streaming  

C. Alternatives to CDM



lfs =

Z t0

tdec

v

a(t)
⇥ dt

We saw the effect of the DM mass but what is the effect of interactions?

Collisional damping free-streaming

tdec(DM)

fluctuations	 are	 first	 damped	 by	 collisions!

l2id ⇠ 2 ⇡2

3

Z tdec(dm�i)

0

⇢i v2i
⇢t a2 �i

dt

C. Alternatives to CDM



Collisional damping in modern Cosmology
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constraints from the accumulated cosmological data offers a
more robust method to characterise its nature.

The consequence of DM interactions with SM particles is
to dampen the primordial matter fluctuations and essentially
erase all structures below a given scale (referred to as the
collisional damping scale) [32–34]. The effect is exacerbated
when DM couples to photons and therefore, one can set a
strong upper limit on the DM–⇥ interaction cross section by
examining the resulting CMB spectra.

In fact, a non-zero DM � ⇥ coupling has two specific
signatures. Firstly, as was shown in Ref. [33], large
interactions lead to the presence of significant damping in
the angular power spectrum, which can be constrained using
the position and relative amplitude of the acoustic peaks.
Secondly, after DM ceases to interact with photons, the
collisional damping is supplemented by DM free-streaming4;
this appears as a ‘linear’ translation of the matter power
spectrum and can also be constrained (if the effect is
substantial enough). Therefore, with the first data from the
Planck satellite [41], one can set a limit on DM–⇥ interactions
with unprecedented precision.

In this study, we extend the preliminary analysis of
Ref. [33] much further and show that a non-negligible DM–⇥
coupling also generates distinctive features in the temperature
and polarisation power spectra at high ⌅. One can use these
effects to search for evidence of DM interactions in CMB data
and determine (at least observationally) the strength of DM–⇥
interactions that we are allowed. This work will be extended
to other DM interactions in a future publication.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
the implementation of DM–⇥ interactions and the qualitative
effects on the T T and EE components of the angular power
spectrum. In Sec. III A, we constrain these interactions by
comparing the spectra to the latest Planck data, and find the
best-fit cosmological parameters. In Sec. III B, we present our
predictions for the temperature and polarisation spectra for the
maximally allowed value of the elastic scattering cross section
that we obtain. We conclude in Sec. IV.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DM–⇥ INTERACTIONS

In this section, we recall the modified Boltzmann equations
used to incorporate interactions of DM with photons [33] and
discuss their implementation in the Cosmic Linear Anisotropy
Solving System (CLASS) code5 (version 1.7) [42, 43].

The current version of CLASS offers a choice between two
gauges for the definition of cosmological perturbations: the
Newtonian gauge, and the synchronous gauge comoving with
DM (see e.g. Ref. [44]). In the presence of coupled DM, the
synchronous gauge equations should be slightly reformulated

4 Assuming the DM–⇥ decoupling happens before the gravitational collapse
of such fluctuations and the DM velocity is not completely negligible at
this time; this offers a way to determine the decoupling epoch.

5 class-code.net

since the gauge can be fixed by imposing ⌅DM = 0 at the initial
time but not at all times. For simplicity, we implemented
the DM–⇥ interactions in the Newtonian gauge only. All
equations in this section refer to that gauge, assuming a flat
universe and taking derivatives with respect to conformal
time, ⌥. Our notation is consistent with Ref. [44].

A. Modified Boltzmann equations

In the absence of DM interactions, the Boltzmann equations
simplify to the following Euler equations:

⌅̇b = k2��H ⌅b + c2
s k2�b �R�1⇤̇(⌅b �⌅⇥) , (1)

⌅̇⇥ = k2�+ k2
�

1
4

�⇥ �⌃⇥

⇥
� ⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b) , (2)

⌅̇DM = k2��H ⌅DM , (3)

where ⌅b, ⌅⇥ and ⌅DM are the baryon, photon and DM velocity
divergences respectively. �⇥ and ⌃⇥ are the density fluctuation
and anisotropic stress potential associated with the photon
fluid, � is the gravitational potential, k is the comoving
wavenumber, H = (ȧ/a) is the conformal Hubble rate, R ⇥
(3/4)(⇧b/⇧⇥) is the ratio of the baryon to photon density, cs
is the baryon sound speed and ⇤̇ ⇥ a ⌃Th c ne is the Thomson
scattering rate (the scale factor, a, appears since the derivative
is taken with respect to conformal time).

DM–⇥ interactions are accounted for by a term analogous
to �⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b) in the DM and photon velocity equations. The
new interaction rate reads µ̇ ⇥ a ⌃DM�⇥ c nDM, where ⌃DM�⇥ is
the DM–⇥ elastic scattering cross section, nDM = ⇧DM/mDM
is the DM number density, ⇧DM is the DM energy density and
mDM is the DM mass (assuming that DM is non-relativistic)6.
Thus, the Euler equation for photons receives the additional
source term �µ̇(⌅⇥ �⌅DM).

In order to conserve energy and account for the momentum
transfer in an elastic scattering process, the source term in the
Euler equation for DM has the opposite sign and is rescaled
by a factor S ⇥ (3/4)(⇧DM/⇧⇥), which grows in proportion to
a. Thus, the Euler equations become

⌅̇b = k2��H ⌅b + c2
s k2�b �R�1⇤̇(⌅b �⌅⇥) , (4)

⌅̇⇥ = k2�+ k2
�

1
4

�⇥ �⌃⇥

⇥

�⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b)� µ̇(⌅⇥ �⌅DM) , (5)

⌅̇DM = k2��H ⌅DM �S�1µ̇(⌅DM �⌅⇥) . (6)

The DM–⇥ elastic scattering cross section, ⌃DM�⇥, can
be either constant (like the Thomson scattering between
photons and charged particles) or proportional to temperature,
depending on the DM model that is being considered.

6 Intuitively, one can understand why µ̇ must be proportional to the cross
section and the DM number density; if either the number of DM particles
or the cross section is completely negligible, the photon fluid will not be
significantly modified by a DM–⇥ coupling.
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constraints from the accumulated cosmological data offers a
more robust method to characterise its nature.

The consequence of DM interactions with SM particles is
to dampen the primordial matter fluctuations and essentially
erase all structures below a given scale (referred to as the
collisional damping scale) [32–34]. The effect is exacerbated
when DM couples to photons and therefore, one can set a
strong upper limit on the DM–⇥ interaction cross section by
examining the resulting CMB spectra.

In fact, a non-zero DM � ⇥ coupling has two specific
signatures. Firstly, as was shown in Ref. [33], large
interactions lead to the presence of significant damping in
the angular power spectrum, which can be constrained using
the position and relative amplitude of the acoustic peaks.
Secondly, after DM ceases to interact with photons, the
collisional damping is supplemented by DM free-streaming4;
this appears as a ‘linear’ translation of the matter power
spectrum and can also be constrained (if the effect is
substantial enough). Therefore, with the first data from the
Planck satellite [41], one can set a limit on DM–⇥ interactions
with unprecedented precision.

In this study, we extend the preliminary analysis of
Ref. [33] much further and show that a non-negligible DM–⇥
coupling also generates distinctive features in the temperature
and polarisation power spectra at high ⌅. One can use these
effects to search for evidence of DM interactions in CMB data
and determine (at least observationally) the strength of DM–⇥
interactions that we are allowed. This work will be extended
to other DM interactions in a future publication.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
the implementation of DM–⇥ interactions and the qualitative
effects on the T T and EE components of the angular power
spectrum. In Sec. III A, we constrain these interactions by
comparing the spectra to the latest Planck data, and find the
best-fit cosmological parameters. In Sec. III B, we present our
predictions for the temperature and polarisation spectra for the
maximally allowed value of the elastic scattering cross section
that we obtain. We conclude in Sec. IV.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DM–⇥ INTERACTIONS

In this section, we recall the modified Boltzmann equations
used to incorporate interactions of DM with photons [33] and
discuss their implementation in the Cosmic Linear Anisotropy
Solving System (CLASS) code5 (version 1.7) [42, 43].

The current version of CLASS offers a choice between two
gauges for the definition of cosmological perturbations: the
Newtonian gauge, and the synchronous gauge comoving with
DM (see e.g. Ref. [44]). In the presence of coupled DM, the
synchronous gauge equations should be slightly reformulated

4 Assuming the DM–⇥ decoupling happens before the gravitational collapse
of such fluctuations and the DM velocity is not completely negligible at
this time; this offers a way to determine the decoupling epoch.
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since the gauge can be fixed by imposing ⌅DM = 0 at the initial
time but not at all times. For simplicity, we implemented
the DM–⇥ interactions in the Newtonian gauge only. All
equations in this section refer to that gauge, assuming a flat
universe and taking derivatives with respect to conformal
time, ⌥. Our notation is consistent with Ref. [44].

A. Modified Boltzmann equations

In the absence of DM interactions, the Boltzmann equations
simplify to the following Euler equations:

⌅̇b = k2��H ⌅b + c2
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where ⌅b, ⌅⇥ and ⌅DM are the baryon, photon and DM velocity
divergences respectively. �⇥ and ⌃⇥ are the density fluctuation
and anisotropic stress potential associated with the photon
fluid, � is the gravitational potential, k is the comoving
wavenumber, H = (ȧ/a) is the conformal Hubble rate, R ⇥
(3/4)(⇧b/⇧⇥) is the ratio of the baryon to photon density, cs
is the baryon sound speed and ⇤̇ ⇥ a ⌃Th c ne is the Thomson
scattering rate (the scale factor, a, appears since the derivative
is taken with respect to conformal time).

DM–⇥ interactions are accounted for by a term analogous
to �⇤̇(⌅⇥ �⌅b) in the DM and photon velocity equations. The
new interaction rate reads µ̇ ⇥ a ⌃DM�⇥ c nDM, where ⌃DM�⇥ is
the DM–⇥ elastic scattering cross section, nDM = ⇧DM/mDM
is the DM number density, ⇧DM is the DM energy density and
mDM is the DM mass (assuming that DM is non-relativistic)6.
Thus, the Euler equation for photons receives the additional
source term �µ̇(⌅⇥ �⌅DM).

In order to conserve energy and account for the momentum
transfer in an elastic scattering process, the source term in the
Euler equation for DM has the opposite sign and is rescaled
by a factor S ⇥ (3/4)(⇧DM/⇧⇥), which grows in proportion to
a. Thus, the Euler equations become

⌅̇b = k2��H ⌅b + c2
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The DM–⇥ elastic scattering cross section, ⌃DM�⇥, can
be either constant (like the Thomson scattering between
photons and charged particles) or proportional to temperature,
depending on the DM model that is being considered.

6 Intuitively, one can understand why µ̇ must be proportional to the cross
section and the DM number density; if either the number of DM particles
or the cross section is completely negligible, the photon fluid will not be
significantly modified by a DM–⇥ coupling.

Translation in terms of  Cosmological perturbations

without DM interactions with DM interactions

(astro-ph/0012504, astro-ph/0410591)

DM Mixed damping (CB, P. Fayet, R. Schaeffer 2001)

(the same as for protons in the tight regime, after the photons decouple)

The baryons stay coupled to photons but photons free-stream

DM particle neutrino

baryon

Lecture 3: damping A new effect (similar to Silk damping in fact!)

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0012504
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0410591


CMB in presence of DM-photon interactions

 C.B&Riazuelo et al: astro-ph/0112522  R. Wilkinson, CB et al : arXiv:1309.7588

dark	 matter	 is	 even	 more	 interacting	 than	 a	 baryon!u = 1 Thomson interactions

dark	 matter	 is	 not	 a	 baryon:	 	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Can	 you	 tell	 it	 is	 coupled	 to	 photons?
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For a constant cross section, since DM and baryons are
non-relativistic when we begin the integration, both µ̇ and ⌃̇
behave as a�2 at high redshifts. Therefore, the ratio of µ̇ and
⌃̇ is proportional to the dimensionless quantity

u ⇤

 DM�⇧
 Th

�h mDM

100 GeV

i�1
, (7)

which depends on two essential parameters: the scattering
cross section,  DM�⇧, and the DM mass, mDM

7. We will use
this parameter to quantify the effect of DM–⇧ interactions on
the evolution of primordial fluctuations. If instead the cross
section is proportional to the temperature squared, we can
write u = u0 a�2, where u0 is the present-day value (again
assuming that DM is non-relativistic).

As the magnitude of the u parameter determines the
collisional damping scale [33], one can readily see that the
efficiency of the damping is essentially governed by the ratio
of the interaction cross section to the DM mass.

B. Implementation in CLASS

The execution of CLASS begins by using three distinct
modules for the background, thermodynamical and
perturbation evolutions. In the present study, all necessary
modifications are confined to the thermodynamics and
perturbation modules.

The standard thermodynamics module solves the
recombination equations and stores an interpolation table for
[⌃̇, ⌃̈,

...⌃ , exp(�⌃)] as a function of redshift, z. At the same
time, we request that the module stores the corresponding
values of µ̇ (inferred analytically from u, a,  Th and �DM), its
higher derivatives and exp(�µ). It also stores values of the
visibility function

g(⌦) = (⌃̇+ µ̇)e�⌃�µ , (8)

along with its first and second time derivatives.
In the perturbation module, we began by adding the new

interaction terms to the photon and DM Euler equations [see
Eqns. (5) and (6)] and in the full hierarchy of Boltzmann
equations for photon temperature and polarisation. Apart
from the source term in the photon velocity equation, this
amounts to simply replacing all occurrences of ⌃̇ with (⌃̇+ µ̇).
For instance, the evolution equation for photon temperature
multipoles with ⌅⌅ 3 reads

Ḟ⇧⌅ =
k

2⌅+1
⇥
⌅F⇧(⌅�1)� (⌅+1)F⇧(⌅+1)

⇤
� (⌃̇+ µ̇)F⇧⌅ , (9)

where F⇧⌅ is defined as in Ref. [44].
At early times, the characteristic scale ⌦c = (⌃̇)�1 is very

small, leading to a stiff system of equations. Integrating over

7 Note that after recombination, ⌃̇ is strongly suppressed (by a factor ⇧
10�4 [45]) due to the drastic subsequent drop in the free electron density,
while µ̇ continues scaling like a�2.

time remains efficient in the baryon–photon tight-coupling
regime (in which small quantities like (⌥̇⇧ � ⌥̇b) and  ⇧ are
obtained analytically at order one or two in the expansion
parameter), while the remaining evolution equations become
independent of ⌦c.

To obtain a CMB spectrum compatible with large-scale
observations, we can limit our analysis to the case in which
the new interaction rate is weaker than the Thomson scattering
rate, i.e. µ̇ < ⌃̇. Therefore, there is no need to devise a
specific DM–⇧ tight-coupling regime; we need only to correct
the baryon–⇧ tight-coupling approximation in order to account
for the new interaction. This can be easily achieved by
following the step-by-step calculation of Ref. [43], including
the additional terms �µ̇(⌥⇧� ⌥DM) and �S�1µ̇(⌥DM � ⌥⇧) in
the photon and DM Euler equations respectively.

We implemented these modifications at order one in ⌦c
(and even beyond that order, since we used the approximation
scheme called class compromise in Ref. [43]). We checked
the consistency of our approach by varying the time at
which the tight-coupling approximation is switched off in the
presence of a non-zero interaction rate, µ̇. As expected, the
results are independent of the switching time, unless it gets too
close to recombination (in which case, one needs to introduce
a DM–⇧ tight-coupling regime).

In order to follow a reduced number of multipoles in
the hierarchy of Boltzmann equations for photons, we
expressed the final temperature and polarisation spectra
using a line-of-sight integral [46], i.e. we decompose the
temperature/polarisation photon transfer functions �T,P

l (k) as

�T,P
⌅ (k) =

Z ⌦0

⌦i
d⌦ ST,P(k,⌦) j⌅[k(⌦0 � ⌦)] , (10)

where ⌦ is conformal time, ⌦i is an arbitrary time much
earlier than recombination, ⌦0 is the time today, ST,P(k,⌦)
is the temperature/polarisation source function and the j⌅’s
are spherical Bessel functions. The source functions can be
obtained by integrating the Boltzmann equation by parts along
a given geodesic. For the model at hand, the source functions
for temperature and polarisation read

ST = e�⌃�µ⌅̇+ g
4

✓
⇤⇧+

⇥
4

◆
+

e�⌃�µ

k2 ⇥
�
[⌃̈+ ⌃̇(⌃̇+ µ̇)]⌥b + ⌃̇⌥̇b +[µ̈+ µ̇(⌃̇+ µ̇)]⌥DM + µ̇⌥̇DM

 

+
d
d⌦


e�⌃�µ↵+

3
16k2 (ġ⇥+g⇥̇)

�
, (11)

SP=
3

16
g⇥

[k(⌦0 � ⌦)]2
, (12)

where ⇥ is a linear combination of temperature and
polarisation multipoles, corresponding to [F⇧2 +G⇧0 +G⇧2] in
the notation of Ref. [44].

In the above formulae, for our numerical implementation
in CLASS, derivatives of perturbations denoted with a dot are
evaluated analytically using the evolution equations, while
the derivative denoted by d/d⌦ is computed with a finite
difference method, after storing the function between the
square brackets.
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FIG. 1: The effect of DM–⇤ interactions on the T T (left) and EE (right) components of the CMB angular power spectrum, where the strength
of the interaction is characterised by u ⇥

�
⌅DM�⇤/⌅Th

⇥
[mDM/100 GeV]�1 (u = 0 corresponds to zero DM–⇤ coupling) and ⌅DM�⇤ is constant.

For all the curves, we consider a flat �CDM model with H0 = 70 km s�1 Mpc�1 (h = 0.7), ⇥� = 0.7, ⇥m = 0.3 and ⇥b = 0.05, where u
is the only additional parameter. The new coupling has two main effects: i) a suppression of the small-scale peaks due to a combination of
collisional damping and a delayed photon decoupling, and ii) a shift in the peaks to larger ⇤ due to a decrease in the sound speed of the thermal
plasma. (Note that u = 10�4 is difficult to distinguish from u = 0 at this scale).

C. Effect of DM–⇤ interactions on the CMB spectrum

The impact of DM–⇤ interactions on the T T and EE
components of the CMB angular power spectrum generated
by CLASS is illustrated in Fig. 1 for specific values of the
parameter u ⇥

�
⌅DM�⇤/⌅Th

⇥
[mDM/100 GeV]�1. Here we

take the DM� ⇤ cross section to be constant, however, we note
that similar effects are observed for temperature-dependent
cross sections.

For illustrative purposes, we consider a flat �CDM
cosmology, where the energy content of the Universe is
divided between baryons (⇥b = 0.05), dark matter (⇥DM =
0.25) and dark energy in the form of a cosmological constant
(⇥� = 0.7). We select a present-day value for the Hubble
parameter of H0 = 70 km s�1 Mpc�1 (h = 0.7) and a
standard value of 3.046 for the effective number of neutrino
species [47].

There are two important effects on the relative amplitude
and position of the Doppler peaks with respect to standard
�CDM, both of which can be used to constrain the DM–⇤
elastic scattering cross section.

Firstly, the DM–⇤ interactions induce collisional damping
(see Ref. [32, 34]), thus reducing the magnitude of the
small-scale peaks and effectively cutting off the angular
power spectrum at lower values of ⇤. For very large
cross sections, this effect is enhanced by a delay in the
epoch of photon last-scattering, increasing the width of the
last-scattering surface. Secondly, the presence of significant
DM–⇤ interactions decreases the sound speed of the thermal
plasma [33]. Acoustic oscillations have a lower frequency,
leading to a shift in the position of the Doppler peaks to larger
⇤.

We note that there is a slight enhancement of the first

acoustic peak with respect to �CDM (⇤ 0.1% in T T and
⇤ 0.3% in EE for u = 10�4) due to a decrease in the diffusion
length of the photons.

As expected, these effects are enhanced for a larger cross
section or a smaller DM mass (i.e. a greater number density
of DM particles for the same relic density), corresponding to
a larger value of u and a later epoch of DM–⇤ decoupling.
Therefore, by fitting the T T and EE components of the CMB
spectrum with cosmological data, one can constrain the value
of u and thus determine the maximal scattering cross section
that is allowed for a given DM mass.

III. RESULTS AND OUTLOOK

In this section, we present our constraints on the DM–⇤
elastic scattering cross section, which is considered to be
either constant or proportional to the temperature squared. We
discuss important features of the temperature and polarisation
spectra in the presence of DM–⇤ interactions and outline
prospects for future CMB experiments.

A. Constraints from the Planck One-Year Data Release

To fit our model to the data, we varied the parameters
of the minimal flat �CDM cosmology, namely: the
baryon density (⇥bh2), the dark matter density (⇥DMh2),
the scalar spectral index (ns), the primordial spectrum
amplitude (As), the reduced Hubble parameter (h) and the
redshift of reionisation (zreio), supplemented by the additional
parameter characterising the DM–⇤ interaction strength, u ⇥�
⌅DM�⇤/⌅Th

⇥
[mDM/100 GeV]�1.

No need to specify a model, nor to decide whether one deals with annihilating, symmetric/asymmetric DM

 R. Wilkinson, J. Lesgourgues, C. Boehm: arXiv:1309.7588
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100 �bh2 �DMh2 100 h 10+9 As ns zreio 10+4 u
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Mean ± ⇤ 2.210+0.029
�0.032 0.1201+0.0028

�0.0028 67.6+1.2
�1.2 2.201+0.053

�0.059 0.9625+0.0074
�0.0079 11.2+1.1

�1.1 < 1.165

‘Planck + WP’ 2.205+0.028
�0.028 0.1199+0.0027

�0.0027 67.3+1.2
�1.2 2.196+0.051

�0.060 0.9603+0.0073
�0.0073 11.1+1.1

�1.1 �

TABLE I: Best-fit values and minimum credible intervals at the 68% confidence level of the cosmological parameters set by Planck, with
u ⇤

�
⇤DM�⇥/⇤Th

⇥
[mDM/100 GeV]�1 as a free parameter and a constant ⇤DM�⇥. For comparison, ‘Planck + WP’ are the 68% limits taken

from Ref. [41]. �bh2 is the baryon energy density, �DMh2 is the dark matter energy density, h is the reduced Hubble parameter, As is the
primordial spectrum amplitude, ns is the spectral index and zreio is the reionisation redshift.
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FIG. 2: Triangle plot showing the one and two-dimensional posterior distributions of the cosmological parameters set by Planck, with
u ⇤
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[mDM/100 GeV]�1 as a free parameter and a constant ⇤DM�⇥. The contour lines correspond to the 68%, 95% and 99%

confidence levels. �bh2 is the baryon energy density, �DMh2 is the dark matter energy density, h is the reduced Hubble parameter, As is the
primordial spectrum amplitude, ns is the spectral index and zreio is the reionisation redshift.
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DM-photons interactions with

� ⇠ 6 10�29cm2
⇣ mdm

100GeV

⌘

fit the CMB!

C. Alternatives to CDM

There can be alternatives to CDM. It is a question of scales!
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FIG. 3: A comparison between the T T angular power spectra for the maximally allowed (constant) DM–⌅ cross section (u ⌅ 10�4), and the
9-year WMAP [3] and one-year Planck [41] best-fit data. Also plotted are the full 3-year data from the SPT [4] and ACT [5] telescopes. On
the left, we see a suppression of power with respect to WMAP-9 and Planck for ⇤& 3000 and on the right, we give our prediction for the T T
component of the angular power spectrum at high ⇤.
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FIG. 4: The effect of DM–⌅ interactions on the B-modes of the
angular power spectrum, where the strength of the interaction
is characterised by u ⇤

�
⇧DM�⌅/⇧Th

⇥
[mDM/100 GeV]�1 (with a

constant ⇧DM�⌅) and we use the ‘Planck + WP’ best-fit parameters
from Ref. [41]. The data points are the recent B-mode polarisation
measurements from the SPT experiment, where SPTpol 1, SPTpol
2 and SPTpol 3 refer to (Ê150⇤̂CIB)⇥ B̂150, (Ê95⇤̂CIB)⇥ B̂150 and
(Ê150⇤̂CIB)⇥ B̂150

⇥ respectively in Ref. [54]. For the maximally
allowed (constant) DM–⌅ cross section (u ⌅ 10�4), we see a
deviation from the Planck best-fit �CDM model for ⇤ & 500 and a
significant suppression of power for larger ⇤.

Fig. 1) and the matter power spectrum (see Fig. 5). While the
overall effect is small for u . 10�4, if we consider ⇤ & 500,
one can use the B-modes alone combined with the first-season
SPTpol data [54] to effectively rule out u & 5⇥10�3. In fact,
future polarisation data from e.g. SPT [4], POLARBEAR [55]
and SPIDER [56] could be sensitive enough to distinguish
u ⌅ 10�5 from �CDM.

Finally, the matter power spectrum may provide us with
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FIG. 5: The influence of DM–⌅ interactions on the matter power
spectrum, where the strength of the interaction is characterised by
u ⇤

�
⇧DM�⌅/⇧Th

⇥
[mDM/100 GeV]�1 (with a constant ⇧DM�⌅) and

we use the ‘Planck + WP’ best-fit parameters from Ref. [41]. The
new coupling produces (power-law) damped oscillations at large
scales, reducing the number of small-scale structures, thus allowing
the cross section to be constrained. For allowed (constant) DM–⌅
cross sections (u . 10�4), significant damping effects are restricted
to the non-linear regime (k & 0.2 h Mpc�1).

an even stronger limit on the DM–⌅ interaction cross section
(see Fig. 5). The pattern of oscillations together with the
suppression of power at small scales, as noticed already in
Ref. [33], could indeed constitute an interesting signature.
The observability of such an effect depends on the non–linear
evolution of the matter power spectrum (for which k &
0.2 h Mpc�1). Typically, one would expect it to be somewhat
intermediate between cold and warm dark matter (WDM)

Where “small” interactions induce CDM 
deviations

Dark Oscillations in the matter power spectrum 

Lyman alpha improves our CMB constraint by 
several order of  magnitudes

 R. Wilkinson, J. Lesgourgues, C. Boehm: arXiv:1309.7588

 (same as C. Boehm, Riazuelo, S. Hansen, R. Schaeffer : astro-ph/0112522)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1309.7588
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0112522


DM-neutrino interactions and CMB

 R. Wilkinson, C. Boehm, J. Lesgourgues: arXiv:1401.7597

The neutrino free-streaming is enhanced and the neutrino also 
follow for a while the DM which starts to cluster.

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1401.7597


Constant cross section

T^2 cross section

 R. Wilkinson, C. Boehm, J. Lesgourgues: arXiv:1401.7597

C. Alternatives to CDM

DM interactions with neutrinos change the H0 value!

Planck’s analysis assumes no DM physics…

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1401.7597
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FIG. 1: Left panel: Ne� as a function of the cold thermal dark matter mass m. The green (red) lines are for the case when
the dark matter is in thermal equilibrium with neutrinos (electrons and photons) and show that Ne� increases (decreases) as
m is reduced. Right panel: The blue regions show the 68% and 95% regions determined from Planck+WP+highL+BAO when
both Ne� and Yp are varied freely. The green (red) lines indicate the relationship between Yp and Ne� for particles in thermal
equilibrium with neutrinos (electrons and photons). As m decreases, the prediction for Ne� and Yp falls outside of the Planck
confidence regions.

plasma’ and ‘electromagnetic plasma’ are separately con-
served so that (for T� < TD)

T⇥

T�
=

⌅
g⇧s:⇥
g⇧s:�

����
TD

g⇧s:�
g⇧s:⇥

⇧1/3

. (6)

Here |TD
indicates that g⇧s should be evaluated at the

neutrino decoupling temperature TD while g⇧s:⇥ and
g⇧s:� , defined through s⇥ = 2�2g⇧s:⇥T 3

⇥ /45 and s� =
2�2g⇧s:�T 3

� /45 respectively, are the e�ective number of
relativistic degrees of freedom in the neutrino and elec-
tromagnetic plasmas. Explicitly,

g⇧s:⇥ =
14

8

⌃
N⇥ +

n�

i=1

gi
2
F

⇥
mi

T⇥

⇤⌥
. (7)

where

F (x) =
30

7�4

 ⇥

x
dy

(4y2 � x2)
⌦
y2 � x2

ey ± 1
. (8)

with limits F (�) = 0 and F (0) = 1(8/7) for fermions
(bosons) respectively and the sign + (�) refers to fermion
(boson) statistics.

Again, anticipating that the bound on mi is such that
mi ⌃ T⇥(at recombination) ⌅ 1 eV, we find that for par-
ticles only in thermal equilibrium with neutrinos, eq. (5)
simplifies to

NEquil. ⇥
e� = N⇥

⌃
1 +

1

N⇥

n�

i=1

gi
2
F

⇥
mi

TD

⇤⌥4/3

(9)

For the case of particles in thermal equilibrium with
electrons or photons, we again find eq. (5) and can use
eq. (6) to find the new temperature ratio. In this case,
we find

NEquil. �/e
e� = N⇥

⌃
1 +

7

22

n�

i=1

gi
2
F

⇥
mi

TD

⇤⌥�4/3

(10)

where we have used F (me/TD) ⇧ 1.
The dot-dashed, dashed, dotted and solid lines in the

left panel of fig. 1 show the value of Ne� for a single par-
ticle of mass m for a Dirac fermion, Majorana fermion,
complex scalar and real scalar respectively. The case
where the particle is in equilibrium with neutrinos is
shown by the green lines. Here, Ne� increases above
the standard value of Ne� = 3.046 for particles lighter
than ⌥ 20 MeV. Conversely, Ne� decreases below the
standard value for particles in equilibrium with electrons
and photons, as indicated by the red lines. There is no
e�ect above m ⇤ 20 MeV because the entropy transfer
occurs before the electromagnetic and neutrino plasmas
decouple resulting in the standard neutrino-photon tem-
perature ratio.
With eqs. (9) and (10) we can put a bound on the

dark matter mass by requiring that Ne� is compatible
with the measured value from Planck. The central result
from [28],

Ne� = 3.30+0.54
�0.51 (95%; Planck+WP+highL+BAO),

(11)

Constant elastic scattering cross section 

Annihilation cross section 

‣  

 C. Boehm, M. Dolan, C. McCabe arXiv:1303.6270
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Truncated power spectrum

“Bumps” (equivalent to BAO)
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1) The formation of  small structures should be modified 

2) Modifications should be less drastic than in WDM   
    but they should still be important and visible. 

3) by analogy with WDM we expect : 

✦ A different number of  Milky Way satellites  
✦ A different number of  small-scale structures 

small scales

There is a very rich (structure formation) phenomenology  
which remains to be explored

WDMNuCDM
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Recap PART III

C. Alternatives to CDM



lfs =

Z t0

tdec

v

a(t)
⇥ dt

Collisional damping free-streaming

tdec(DM)

fluctuations	 are	 first	 damped	 by	 collisions!

l2id ⇠ 2 ⇡2

3

Z tdec(dm�i)

0

⇢i v2i
⇢t a2 �i

dt
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C. Alternatives to CDM
lfs =

Z t0

tdec

v

a(t)
⇥ dt

< keV > keV

Become non-relativistic 
and then decouple

Decouple and then 
become non-relativistic

Strongly interacting DM

Weakly interacting DM

Neutralinon

Sterile n

LDM

MeV DM suffer from mixed 
damping…

Lecture 3: damping Constraint on DM from structure formation

CDM

The free-streaming scale can be computed generically 
The collisional damping scale cannot. 
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FIG. 3: A comparison between the T T angular power spectra for the maximally allowed (constant) DM–⌅ cross section (u ⌅ 10�4), and the
9-year WMAP [3] and one-year Planck [41] best-fit data. Also plotted are the full 3-year data from the SPT [4] and ACT [5] telescopes. On
the left, we see a suppression of power with respect to WMAP-9 and Planck for ⇤& 3000 and on the right, we give our prediction for the T T
component of the angular power spectrum at high ⇤.
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FIG. 4: The effect of DM–⌅ interactions on the B-modes of the
angular power spectrum, where the strength of the interaction
is characterised by u ⇤

�
⇧DM�⌅/⇧Th

⇥
[mDM/100 GeV]�1 (with a

constant ⇧DM�⌅) and we use the ‘Planck + WP’ best-fit parameters
from Ref. [41]. The data points are the recent B-mode polarisation
measurements from the SPT experiment, where SPTpol 1, SPTpol
2 and SPTpol 3 refer to (Ê150⇤̂CIB)⇥ B̂150, (Ê95⇤̂CIB)⇥ B̂150 and
(Ê150⇤̂CIB)⇥ B̂150

⇥ respectively in Ref. [54]. For the maximally
allowed (constant) DM–⌅ cross section (u ⌅ 10�4), we see a
deviation from the Planck best-fit �CDM model for ⇤ & 500 and a
significant suppression of power for larger ⇤.

Fig. 1) and the matter power spectrum (see Fig. 5). While the
overall effect is small for u . 10�4, if we consider ⇤ & 500,
one can use the B-modes alone combined with the first-season
SPTpol data [54] to effectively rule out u & 5⇥10�3. In fact,
future polarisation data from e.g. SPT [4], POLARBEAR [55]
and SPIDER [56] could be sensitive enough to distinguish
u ⌅ 10�5 from �CDM.

Finally, the matter power spectrum may provide us with
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FIG. 5: The influence of DM–⌅ interactions on the matter power
spectrum, where the strength of the interaction is characterised by
u ⇤

�
⇧DM�⌅/⇧Th

⇥
[mDM/100 GeV]�1 (with a constant ⇧DM�⌅) and

we use the ‘Planck + WP’ best-fit parameters from Ref. [41]. The
new coupling produces (power-law) damped oscillations at large
scales, reducing the number of small-scale structures, thus allowing
the cross section to be constrained. For allowed (constant) DM–⌅
cross sections (u . 10�4), significant damping effects are restricted
to the non-linear regime (k & 0.2 h Mpc�1).

an even stronger limit on the DM–⌅ interaction cross section
(see Fig. 5). The pattern of oscillations together with the
suppression of power at small scales, as noticed already in
Ref. [33], could indeed constitute an interesting signature.
The observability of such an effect depends on the non–linear
evolution of the matter power spectrum (for which k &
0.2 h Mpc�1). Typically, one would expect it to be somewhat
intermediate between cold and warm dark matter (WDM)

 R. Wilkinson, J. Lesgourgues, C. Boehm: arXiv:1309.7588

 (same as C. Boehm, Riazuelo, S. Hansen, R. Schaeffer : astro-ph/0112522)
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If	 coupled	 to	 neutrinos	 or	 photons	 	 
(or	 baryons,	 or	 self-interacting,	 provided	 that	 the	 cross	 section	 is	 very	 large)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1309.7588
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0112522


PART IV

D. Cosmology predictions from alternative WIMPs 



Why alternatives to CDM ?

3 problems
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 2750  3000  3250 testing alternatives is  
a mean to probe CDM itself! 

Our own Milky Way halo contains subhalos.  
Each/Some of  them contain galaxies which are called satellites 
At present we don’t detect as many as predicted by CDM

1) Milky Way satellites

2) DM halo profile of  dwarf  galaxies

Observed profiles are not NFW (unlike CDM predictions)

3) Too big to fail
Some MW companion galaxies that are predicted in CDM are too big not to form stars 
so there should be visible. Yet they can’t be found in surveys. 

Lecture 3: astro constraint (notion of flux)

How to compute the flux analytically?

You’ll find out on the white board!
but remember…:
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Interacting DM

< keV > keV

Become non-relativistic 
and then decouple

Decouple and then 
become non-relativistic

Strongly interacting DM

Weakly interacting DM

Neutralinon

Sterile n

LDM

MeV DM suffer from mixed 
damping…

Lecture 3: damping Constraint on DM from structure formation

The free-streaming length is not necessarily negligible but …

The main damping mechanism comes from the collisions!

MeV, weakly interacting, DM



DM = IDM

linear and  
non linear evolution

grid	 +	 	 
Newtonian	 gravity	 
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What would the Universe look like if DM interactions?
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C.B., J. Schewtschenko et al

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhJHN6z_0ek

What would the Milky Way look like if DM interactions?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhJHN6z_0ek


C.B., J. Schewtschenko et al

Also





Translation in terms of numbers of satellite galaxies

CDM prediction is  
well above observation

Interacting DM agrees  
with observation Too many interactions

C. Boehm, J. Schewtschenko, R. Wilkinson, C. Baugh, S. Pascoli, arXiv:1404.7012

small satellites Sterilise the MW!Solve the MW satellite problem!

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1404.7012


self - interacting DM 

New and old types of constraints:

• BBN: light particles may 
change H so all abundance!

• SN: light particles or too 
strongly interacting drags 
energy

• Bullet cluster:
actually questionable but..

• SZ effect: I’ll explain 
tomorrow if not enough 
time

• Reionization epoch

• …??????

Galaxies are correlated with DM

Cosmic wreck 
train

Galaxies are 
not correlated 

with DM

New and old types of constraints:

• BBN: light particles may 
change H so all abundance!

• SN: light particles or too 
strongly interacting drags 
energy

• Bullet cluster:
actually questionable but..

• SZ effect: I’ll explain 
tomorrow if not enough 
time

• Reionization epoch

• …??????

Galaxies are correlated with DM

Cosmic wreck 
train

Galaxies are 
not correlated 

with DM 6
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FIG. 1: Comparison between the linear matter power spectra as a function of wavenumber k for SIDM with a light mediator
(here, dark atoms) and that of WDM with a free-streaming length comparable to the sound horizon of the former. We also
display the standard matter power spectrum for cold collisionless dark matter as well as a fit to the Silk damping envelope of
SIDM. The left panel displays the benchmark model for which rDAO � rSD (strong DAO), while the right panel shows the
scenario for which rDAO ⇠ rSD (weak DAO). Here, ⇠0 ⌘ ⇠(TCMB,0).

In Fig. 1, we show the linear power spectrum of CDM, compared to that of a dark atom model, with two benchmark
parameter sets that exemplify strong (left panel) and weak (right panel) DAOs. The power spectrum is calculated
using the full Boltzmann equations for dark matter coupled to dark radiation [53]. The two parameters sets are:

Strong DAO: mD = 1 GeV, ↵D = 8⇥ 10�3, BD = 1 keV, ⇠(TCMB,0) = 0.5 (9)

Weak DAO: mD = 1 TeV, ↵D = 9⇥ 10�3, BD = 1 keV, ⇠(TCMB,0) = 0.5, (10)

where TCMB,0 is the temperature of the CMB today. In this paper, we will denote the two models as ADMsDAO and
ADMwDAO. We note that both models considered in this work are in agreement with the cosmological constraints
presented in Ref. [74]. In the ADMsDAO case, we observe that the power spectrum displays a number of nearly-
undamped oscillations before the Silk damping cuto↵ (dot-dashed damping envelope) becomes important on smaller
scales. In contrast, for the ADMwDAO case even the first oscillation is strongly Silk-damped as compared to the CDM
amplitude. In both cases, we observe that the overall shape of the linear matter power spectrum of SIDM models with
long range forces significantly departs from that of WDM and CDM (also shown in Fig. 1) on small length scales,
but is otherwise identical to CDM on larger cosmological scales. The evolution of the two key scales, rSD and rDAO,
as a function of the scale factor a is shown in Fig. 2. The scale factors of kinetic decoupling aD, used in Eqs. (7)
and (8), are also shown as vertical dashed lines. As expected, (rDAO/rSD)|a=aD � 1 in the strong DAO case, while
(rDAO/rSD)|a=aD ⇠ 1 in the weak DAO case.

In this work, we are interested in the impact of the dark matter microphysics (through its e↵ect on the matter
power spectrum and the self-scattering cross section) on the number density and distribution of small scale structure
in the Universe. It is therefore useful to convert the length scales rDAO and rSD (or, their equivalent wavenumbers)
into the mass of a collapsed dark matter halo of the corresponding size. The mass of dark matter enclosed today by
wavenumber k is approximately:

M(k) ⇡ (1012 M�)

✓
k

Mpc�1

◆�3

. (11)

For comparison, in supersymmetric models with a “standard” neutralino dark matter candidate, the mass cut-o↵
in the power spectrum is set by the temperature at which the dark matter kinetically decouples from the relativistic
Standard Model neutrinos. Under reasonable assumptions for the neutralino physics, this occurs around T ⇠ 30 MeV
[112–115]. The physical Jeans wavenumber, setting the scale at which perturbations will begin gravitational collapse
(assuming sound speed vs) is:

kJ =

✓
4⇡⇢(T )

m2
Plv

2
s

◆1/2

. (12)

Here ⇢(T ) is the total energy density of the Universe at temperature T . Assuming that the Universe is radiation-
dominated at this point in its history, the Jeans wavenumber for such models is kJ ⇠ 106 Mpc�1, and so dark matter

The cross section needs to be ~ Thomson 
You need the same type of configurations

1405.2075
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FIG. 4: Projected dark matter density at z = 0 in a slice of thickness 20h�1Mpc through the full box (64h�1Mpc on a side)
of four of our simulations, which have 5123 particles. Ordered from top left to bottom right, according to the abundance of
low-mass halos: CDM, ADMsDAO, ADMwDAO and WDM (see Table I).

At larger redshifts, the nonlinear matter power spectra shown in Fig. 3 significantly depart from that of CDM.
Indeed, while the power spectra of our three benchmark models were largely indistinguishable at z = 0 for k . 5h
Mpc�1, we note that they all display very di↵erent shapes at z = 5 on the scales probed by our simulations. This
indicates that the structure formation history in each model is in general quite di↵erent, leading to distinct predictions
about the structure of the high-redshift universe as will soon become apparent in our study of the halo mass function.
Essentially, low-mass halos (. 1013h�1 M�) in our two ADM simulations form later than in the CDM case but earlier
than in the WDM analogue model, implying that the densities of ADM halos will be somewhat in between these two
limiting cases (as, for the moment, we are not discussing the impact of self-scattering). Among other e↵ects, this has
implications for the reionization history of the Universe in SIDM models with light mediators and could potentially
be probed with high-redshift tracers of the density field such as the 21-cm line [133–137].

In Fig. 4, we give a visual impression of the simulations at z = 0 by showing the projected dark matter distribution
within a slice that is 20h�1Mpc thick. The color scale is arranged in such a way that regions of higher density appear

Self - interacting DM 
1405.2075



Decaying DM 

4 M.-Y. Wang et al.

Figure 1. Large-scale DM clustering in CDM (left) and DDM with Γ−1 = 40 Gyr, Vk = 100 km/s (right) of a 10 h−1 Mpc deep slice in the 50 ×

50 h−2 Mpc2 cosmological box at z = 0. The color scheme indicates the line-of-sight projected square of the density to emphasize the locations of dense
structures, such as halos within filaments. The large-scale structure of the CDM and DDM simulations are virtually identical.

Figure 2. Small-scale structure in a Milky Way mass halo (Z12) in CDM (left) and DDM models with Γ−1 = 40 Gyr and Vk = 100 km/s (middle) and Γ−1

= 10 Gyr and Vk = 20 km/s (right) within 260 kpc of the halo centers at z = 0. The color scheme indicates the line-of-sight projected square of the density in
order to emphasize the dense structures such as the host halo interiors and the associated subhalos. The DDM halos have slightly more diffuse central regions.
The abundance and structure of subhalos are altered significantly compared to CDM in both of the DDM simulations presented.

light daughters have no effect on halo properties, and they have neg-
ligible effect on the expansion rate of the Universe and the growth
of structure, even at late times, because their abundance is strongly
suppressed by the small mass loss fraction (Wang & Zentner 2012).

In order to make a direct comparison with prior simula-
tions, we used the same initial conditions for both our uniform
resolution simulations (B50) and our zoom simulations (Z12) as
Rocha et al. (2013). Moreover, we included a higher-resolution ver-
sion of the same Galactic halo zoom-in simulation (Z13) with
∼ 1/8 times smaller particle mass for the highest resolution re-
gion in order to test convergence and to study the detailed inter-
nal structures of Galactic subhalos. All simulations have the same
initial conditions as the fiducial CDM run starting at z = 250.
The cosmology used is based on WMAP7 results with ΩM=0.266,

ΩΛ=0.734, ns=0.963, h=0.71, and σ8=0.801. In each case, we have
identified halos using the publicly available Amiga Halo Finder
(AHF) (Knollmann & Knebe 2009) code. The halo radius can be
defined as the radius of a sphere within which the average density
is∆vir times larger than the background density ρb of the Universe:

Mvir = 4π/3ρb∆vir(z)r
3
vir, (1)

where the ∆vir(z) depends on both the redshift and the given cos-
mology (Bryan & Norman 1998). The maximum circular veloc-
ity, Vmax, of a test particle within a halo is given by Vmax ≡
max{[GM(< R) = R]1/2}. The maximum circular velocity is
achieved at a radius of Rmax. For an NFW profile, it is useful to
note that the escape speed from the center of a halo is related to the
maximum circular velocity by Vesc ≈ 3Vmax.

1406.0527



lfs =

Z t0

tdec

v

a(t)
⇥ dt

Collisional damping free-streaming

tdec(DM)

l2id ⇠ 2 ⇡2

3

Z tdec(dm�i)

0

⇢i v2i
⇢t a2 �i

dt

WDM

candidates with a damping length of about ~100 kpc

But in everybody’s mind, WDM= candidates with a free-streaming length 
of about ~100 kpc



The cut-off is determined  
by the free-streaming scale  

and should be about 100 kpc 

WDM

lfs / m�4/3
DM

This translates into a  
DM mass of a few keV 

the scale moves with the observations!



Simulations

no interaction

grid	 +	 	 
Newtonian	 gravity	 

CUT-OFF!



DM particles must be heavy

Heavy particle; mass unspecified Particle of a 3 keV

C.B, J. Schewtschenko et al, MNRAS



WDM

< keV > keV

Become non-relativistic 
and then decouple

Decouple and then 
become non-relativistic

Strongly interacting DM

Weakly interacting DM

Neutralinon

Sterile n

LDM

MeV DM suffer from mixed 
damping…

Lecture 3: damping Constraint on DM from structure formation
candidates  

with a f.s. length 
of about 100 kpc

but maybe their  
collisonal damping 

length is larger though! 

=> prohibitive cut-off 

sterile neutrino 
(just free-streaming; 
no collisional damping)



E. Beyond WIMP DM candidates and particle physics

PART V



Photon diffuse background

Rosat, Xray, all sky, credit MPE

W
 2

Can DM explain anomalous e.m. signals in the galaxy? 

Emission maps from the galaxy, X-ray, Gamma-ray, …



NFW!

Can DM explain anomalous e.m. signals in the galaxy? 



Estimation analytique du flux pour un profile NFW
NFW



MeV DM and 511 keV

511 keV DM DM -> e- e+

If DM has a mass of a few MeV it may explain the 511 keV line 

P"wave:(velocity(dependent

DM(candidate

Exchanged(particle

S"wave:(velocity(independent

A"possible"model"for"MeV DM CB,(Fayet Nucl Phys(2003

Must(be(suppressed(to(satisfy(
the(gamma(ray(constraint

Naturally(suppressed(in(the(galaxy
so(satisfies(the(gamma(ray(constraint

signal at LHC? very constrained now



The GeV excess

 arXiv:1306.5725, Gordon et al
Hooper&Goodenough 2009

FERMI-LAT 2009

10-30 GeV DM annihilating mostly  
into b-quarks or muons can fit the  

FERMI-LAT data...



Towards a more refined definition!
• Propagation...

� � ),(),()(),()(),( 2 ErQErNEbErNEKErN Et �w�� w
sourcelosses

DM can produce cosmic rays which eventually produce electrons. 
Electrons can diffuse spatially and lose energy.

courtesy	 P.	 Salati



• Bremsstrahlung

• Inverse Compton & Synchroton

• Coulomb interactions

e

Photon emitted

Soft photon

Hot electron

photon

Lecture 3: Lecture 3: astro constraint notion of flux Losses



Where are simulations most useful?
T. Lacroix, CB, J. Silk, 2014

Propagation is important for leptons. 
It changes the interpretation.

10-30 GeV DM particles ??? (but probably not thermal and yet annihilating!)



That is it!



k →

P(
k)

 →

?

Perturbations enter horizon:

ho
ri

zo
n 

si
ze

Matter Domination
[δΦmat const]

Radiation Domination
[δΦrad decays]

The Cosmological Matter Power Spectrum

Courtesy  Abazajian

pressure baryon-photon last scattering

Horizon: d ~ c t; when fluctuations enter the horizon, they become causal

Non linear evolution

accoustic oscillations generated 
(fight within pressure and gravity)

Once matter dominated, the fluctuations (over density of matter) can grow

Last scattering surface



Introduction to DM physics: what kind of generic candidates?

Peebles, Silk, …(1960s/1970s): Primordial fluctuations should be at the origin of 
galaxy and cluster formation but they experience 
dissipation

COBE 1992: Discovery of tiny inhomogeneties: 
DT/T ~ 10-5 at last scattering surface (when photons freely propagate)

Conclusion: 
� large-scale structures originate from regions of space 

where matter agglomerates. 
� These regions should have existed at last scattering surface.

Planck


